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I. Choose the correct synonym from the given words.
(5 1 = 5)
1. The next day the train proceeded over the flat, well cultivated country
of Khandesh.
a) Stopped
b) Halted
c) Moved
d)Passed
2. The fertile territory is watered by many small rivers.
a) Vast
b) Productive c) Barren
d) Incapable
3. The elephants stood gazing with eyes.
a) Look steadily
b) Looking away
c) Scanning
d) Building
4. The travellers made a hasty breakfast and started off.
a) Slow
b) Wise
c) Quick
d) Lazy
5. There was a halt in the midst of the forest.
a) Start
b) Stop
c) Go
d) Continue
II. Choose the correct antonym from the given words.
(5 1 = 5)
6. He refused the offer.
a) Accepted
b) Avoid
c) Ignore
d) Decline
7. Sir Francis was furious.
a) Fierce
b) Frantic
c) Calm
d) Enraged
8. We have developed rapidly.
a) Slowly
b) Briskly
c) Swiftly
d) Fast
9. We have different opinions.
a) Various
b) Distinct
c) Same
d) Diverse
10. A young man, with an intelligent face.
a) Brainy
b) Smart
c) Foolish
d) Clever
III. Fill in the blanks with correct travel words.
(6 1 = 6)
11.(schedule, reach, book, railway, pack, board)
To make travel convenient, we must (a)_____tickets well in advance.
Then we have to (b) _____our things and (c)_______our trip. We have
to reach the (d) ______station in time and (e) _____the train in order
to (f) _______our destination.
IV. Match the phrasal verb with their meaning.
(6 1 = 6)
12. Set out
- To go somewhere for a short break or holiday
13. Pick up
- To begin a journey
14. Get away
- To enter a bus, a train or a plane
15. See off
- To leave a bus, a train or a plane
16. Get into
- To go to station to say good buy to someone
17. Get off
- To get someone from a place
Section – B
V. Complete these sentences using “will” or “going to” with the verbs in
the bracket.
(5 1 = 5)
18. I Promise I ______(not tell) anyone this secret.

19. I am really hungry. I am _________(make) sandwiches.
20. Look at the clouds. It is ______(rain) in a few minutes.
21. Do not worry about the assignment. I ________(help) you.
22. The Producers think the film ______(be) a hot when it release.
VI. Underline the subject in these sentences.
(5 1 = 5)
23. Rani is a timid girl.
24. Joseph became an architect.
25. Punit has twenty cats.
26. The girls played cricket.
27. The children looked shocked.
VII. State whether the underlined words are Phrases or Clauses. (5 1 = 5)
28. I will meet you very soon in school.
29. We left before the rain started.
30. He has a chain which was made of gold.
31. The top of the mountain were covered with snow.
32. Mother was sure that sunita had broken the cup.
Section – C
VIII. Answer any five of the following briefly.
(5  = 10)
33. Who inhabited the jungles that the train passed through?
34. What was the reaction of the inhabitants?
35. What did Mr. Fogg mean by, “It was foreseen”?
36. Describe the elephant driver in your own words.
37. Where did the train stop at half Past twelve?
38.Why did the train stop in the middle of the forest?
IX. Answer in a Paragraph.
(1  = 5)
39. What qualities of Mr. Phileas fogg are highlighted in this extract?
Section – D
X. Read the following lines and answer the questions.
(5 2 = 10)
40. It isn’t instantaneous thing born of despair with a sudden spring.
a) What does “It” refer to?
41. It’s a slow, unwavering, ingrained trait with the patience to work and
strength to wait.
Question : What is an ingrained trait?
42. Its Part of his hours, his days and his years, back of his smiles and
behind his tears.
Question : What does tears mean?
43. Born of despair with a sudden spring.
Question : Pick out alliterated wors.
44. It isn’t a creature of flickered hope or the final tug at a slipping rope.
Question : What are the rhyming words?
XI. Answer in Paragraph.
(1  = 5)
45. Write down the summary of the Poem “Courage”.
XII. Quote from memory.
(1 8 = 8)
46. Courage isn’t ………………………….
………………………………some Plan.

